DCIF Computer Setup

Bruker Data Analysis

• Data is initially saved on the spectrometer computer (400, 401, or 600).
• A SFTP client, SecureFX, is used to transfer data.
  - Bdata (W:) data path is: 
    W:\data\<user ID>\nmr\<filename>
  - On the 400 and 600 spectrometer computers, the path is:
    u/data/<user ID>/nmr/<filename>
  - On the 401 spectrometer computer, the path is: 
    /opt/data/<user ID>
• Once transferred to the networked Bdata (W:) drive, data can be processed on the DCIF workstations using TopSpin 1.3 OR 3.1
  - Each workstation has its own licensed copy of TopSpin 1.3 OR TopSpin 3.1.
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